Porotherm.
Build up to
5x faster

Porotherm.
The way
forward.

What is Porotherm?
Porotherm is a modern clay block structural walling system offering fast
virtually dry construction, thanks to its mechanical vertical joints and true 1mm
bed joint technology.
The system has been developed and used throughout Europe on
numerous buildings during the last 30 years. Wienerberger is the largest clay
block manufacturer in the world and, utilising our technical expertise and
experience, have tailored this multi-functional building system for the UK.
The Porotherm System is normally used as the inner-leaf of a cavity
wall and also as single leaf (monolithic) construction. It can be used in
load bearing and non-load bearing applications. Correctly designed and
constructed walls can be expected to have a design life beyond 150 years.
Forms of construction where the Porotherm System can be used
The structure and composition of Porotherm blocks makes them
an extremely versatile material. Used with the bed joint mortar supplied, the
system is suitable for most aspects of construction normally associated
with the more traditional types of materials. Porotherm can be used for any of the
following wall types, above dpc, within buildings:• Inner leaf of brick-faced cavity walls
• Inner and outer leaves of rendered cavity walls

Porotherm 100, 140 and 190mm block
heights course with UK facing bricks

• Infill panels within framed structures
• Load bearing and non-load bearing situations
• Partition walls
• Single leaf (monolithic) internal & external walls
Functional rather than aesthetic, Porotherm blocks are usually given
a rendered external finish on monolithic single skin walls, or an outer leaf of
facing brick in a cavity wall construction. The controlled application of bed
joint mortar promotes an extremely clean construction, with virtually no waste.
Internal surfaces are normally finished with wet plaster or plasterboard on
dabs over an initial parge coat, as are most masonry constructions, to provide
the primary air barrier.
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Key Benefits.

FAST

speed of construction up to 10m² per man per hour

DRY

approx 95% less water than traditional masonry

EFFICIENT

excellent thermal mass and good acoustic performance

STRONG

typical block strength 10N/mm²

SAFE

light, sharp edges removed

SUSTAINABLE

20-30% recycled content approx 95% less water
used on site

Proven
Proven in Europe over 30 years
Satisfies UK Building Regulations
	Porotherm blocks comply with
BS EN 771-1:2003
Fast
	Faster construction, earlier
completion
Dry
	Virtually dry-fix approx 95% less
water than traditional masonry
	Early finishing
Less is more
Less	water, less mess, less
storage space
Less mortar = Less dermal risk
Less	weight per block = Lower
risk of RSS (Typical block
weights ≤ 11kg)
Overall less time, less cost,
more quality, more value

Cost Efficient
Low life cycle costs
Strong
	Early strength gain means storey
height in a day is possible
Functional
	Replaces concrete blocks, timber
and light steel frames

Sustainable
	Environmentally friendly and
sustainable
Technical
	Good thermal mass
	Precision ground/planed blocks
mean 1mm bed joints
Low weather dependency
	Little need for movement joints to
restrict shrinkage and
cracking
Outstanding fire protection
	Outstanding thermal insulation and
vapour permeability
Technical support team of
construction professionals,
pre and during contracts
	See our website for current
projects, referrals, testimonials,
build sequence DVD’s and
technical information
www.porotherm.co.uk

See page 24 for more information on benefits and comparisons.
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Porotherm Core
dimensions
WxLxH
(mm)

quantity/
m2

quantity/
pack
No. (m2)

weight
each
Kg

weight
pack
(inc. pallet)
Kg

100 x 300 x 224

15

160 (10.6)

6.4

1032

140 x 300 x 224

15

120 (8)

7.9

955

190 x 300 x 224

15

80 (5.3)

10.7

870

365 x 248 x 249
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60 (3.7)

14.1

854

Porotherm
100

Porotherm
140

Porotherm
190

Porotherm
365 (T12)

Standard
Porotherm blocks comply with EN771-1, LD Classification and carry a CE mark

Construction Method

First course bedded
in normal mortar

Double check
levels in all
directions

Mix only enough
Porotherm bed
joint mix

Apply using roller tool or by dipping

Install wall ties

s

Range
unit gross
density
Kg/m3

typical
typical acousblock dry tic resistance
CONDUCTIVITY
Rw(db)
(Lambda)
(Wet plaster
W/mK
both sides)

WALL
typical Air
Tightness
(Parged)
m3/m2/h

typical
MEAN UNIT
compressive
strength
N/mm2

typical
CHARACTERISTIC
MASONRY
strength
ƒk(N/mm2)

typical
production
rate
m2/man/hr

950

0.29

40

<1.2

10

5.0

6 to 10

850

0.26

43

<1.2

10

5.0

4 to 6

850

0.26

51

<1.2

10

4.5

3 to 5

620

0.12

46

<1.2

10

3.0

3 to 6

Where the ultimate in thermal performance
is required from the blocks themselves,
Wienerberger can offer Porotherm units with
Lambda values down to 0.08W/mK. The
voids in these blocks are filled with Perlite
(insulation material derived from volcanic
ash). For example a T8 unit, 425mm thick,
can result in a wall U value of 0.15W/m²K.
These units were developed in Germany for
the Passivhaus concept.
Fix insulation

Cut blocks as
required - alligator
saw or bench
cutter

Cost-effective and time-efficient
Porotherm facilitates smarter,
faster construction and earlier
completion, so the client gets the
building sooner whilst the builder
sees a quicker financial return, is able
to complete more projects and earn
more revenue in a given period. In
addition, Porotherm ensures higher
efficiency, with better control of time
and costs, fewer errors and a cleaner,
more pleasant site.
The entire process of building with Porotherm means areas of wall can be
constructed very quickly, and laying by hand is precise, simple and fast, enabling
larger areas of wall to be built in a given time and dramatically outperforming
traditional production rates - up to 10m²/man/hour on straight runs with
Porotherm 100. See chart on pages 4 and 5 for guide to production rates.
Assembly methods are easy to understand, and training is available to
enable masonry contractors to increase efficiency. The high precision accuracy
of the blocks ensures true thin joint technology with less work. Virtually dry
construction, using advanced technology mortar utilising minimum water,
means rapid drying with less shrinkage and cracking and fewer movement
joints, so finishing trades can follow on without delay.
Prefabricated Wall Construction
Further reducing both construction time and weather dependency,
Porotherm Prefabricated Wall Panels save time and money, whilst enabling
builders to achieve prime quality masonry with high compressive strength and
unrestricted build heights.
Wall units are delivered to site for assembly, with fully detailed drawings
to designer’s calculations. Bespoke structures e.g. curved or angled walls
are possible, and there is no need for standardized grids. Gables, openings
and temporary supports are all designed into the system - with installation
available from specialist installers. This option is used widely in Europe and
is being adapted for launch in the UK in the near future.
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Materials and
components
used within
the Porotherm
System.

What are the components of the system?
Wienerberger work with Porotherm System Distributors to offer the
complete range of components necessary to build with Porotherm clay
blocks, which includes:
Bed joint mortar

Mortar applicators

Damp proof courses

Wall ties

Lintels

Fixings

Cutting tools

External and Internal finishes

We also offer training and full technical support services pre-contract
and site support at the commencement of site works. Contact details are on
www.porotherm.co.uk
Porotherm Blocks
These are made from clay and have a high recycled material content
(typically 20-30% mineral spoil, sawdust and paper). The blocks are extruded,
dried and fired in a highly efficient manufacturing process. After the products have
been fired, the block height is precision ground to an accuracy of +/- 0.5mm.
This enables true thin-joint technology in construction. Part of the secret to
the thermal efficiency of the products is in the multi-perforation patterns and
pore structure which combine to provide thermal insulation and vapour
permeability properties. See blocks brochure for more detail.
Core Range
See full Core Range table on page 4 and 5.
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Porotherm bed joint mortar
The requisite amount of bed joint mortar is supplied with the blocks. This
is a combination of fine ground sand, cement and other ingredients which is
specifically for use with Porotherm blocks.
Bed joint mortar is used only in the horizontal joints and is normally applied
to the blocks by either rolling or dipping. There is no requirement for mortar in
the mechanical vertical joints. Where infill blocks are necessary, e.g. openings,
the vertical joint at the cut is normally filled with traditional or thermal mortar.
Supplied in 25kg sacks, bed joint mortar is added to water and mixed
until the correct consistency is obtained. Guidance for mixing is given on the
packaging. Once mixed, the material remains workable for up to 3 hours in
most instances whilst still in the mixing container. However, once applied to the
blocks, the bed joint mortar will begin to set within a few minutes. Significant
strength is gained after a matter of hours and full strength after approximately
24 hours. The amount of mortar supplied with the blocks is optimised for roller
application.

Mortar roller applicators
For longs runs, Wienerberger recommend the use of rollers to apply the
bed joint mortar. These are available from Porotherm System Distributors in a
variety of sizes to suit the product selected*. It is recommended that the roller is
submersed in water during break times. It is imperative that the roller is cleaned
thoroughly with clean water at the end of each day, this will ensure trouble free
operation each time it is used.
Before each use it is recommended to spray the inside of the hopper to
allow for easy cleaning later: We recommend the use of an environmentally
friendly ‘mould release oil’. This is usually vegetable based. The rubber blade in
the roller needs to be adjusted to allow “free flow” onto the blocks.

* 140 roller for Pth 100 and Pth 140
190 roller for Pth 190
365 roller for Pth 365
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Cutting
Porotherm
blocks.

Porotherm blocks are a component of the Porotherm walling system
designed to ensure laying speeds up to 5 times that of concrete block. Therefore
regardless of project size we recommend starter, reveal and gable blocks are
measured, quantified and ordered through our System Distributors who will cut
all blocks off site and deliver as part of the Porotherm system.

	
  

For medium to large sized projects e.g. multi-storey / housing developments
an on-site bench saw e.g. Clipper blade for masonry may be commercially viable.
With such equipment we recommend all cuts are measured, quantified and
cut in advance of build sequences, therefore maximising laying speeds offered
by the Porotherm walling system.
Prior to coursing blocks being cut to size, the ground face of the block
should be clearly marked (usually with a light spray paint) to ensure the accuracy
of the thin joint is maintained.
For small to medium sites with developers and contractors opting to cut
blocks on site without bench cutting tools we recommend the De-Walt DW393
with a DT 2966 blade.
Maximum cutting times and blade life is obtained when used with a
temporary bench constructed from on-site materials. The bench holds the block
steady during cutting.
Always follow heath and safety guidelines for your protection.

Ear Defenders

Dust Mask

Safety glasses

Safety gloves

Safety Boots

Cutting devices to be used in accordance with Manufacturer’s Safety Documents
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Damp proof course (dpc)
A variety of dpc’s are suitable for use with Porotherm. The System
Distributors stock and supply Zedex co-polymer high performance membranes
for the core range of blocks in prescribed widths to accommodate a 5mm
overhang either side. Zedex CPT was used in the CERAM test programme.

Wall ties for the Porotherm range
Wall ties used in traditional brick and block structures are not suitable for
use with the Porotherm walling systems, as they are too thick to fit into the
1mm joints. Whilst there are a variety of compatible stainless steel wall ties
available, Ancon Building Products have developed and tested a range of ties
specifically for Porotherm. These were included in the CERAM test programme.
Where it is necessary to create space within the bed joints for other ties,
the use of a carborundum rasp may be required.

Lintels
A range of lintels has been developed by Keystone specifically for
the Porotherm System. These have been tested as part of the CERAM test
programme to ensure their suitability and are available from Porotherm
System Distributors. A two part cavity wall lintel has been developed to allow
independent construction of each leaf. Lintels are bedded in traditional mortar nominally 10mm thick, as is the first course above the lintel.
Other major lintel manufacturers are developing solutions which permit
independant construction of inner and outer leaves.
Installing lintels
Install the lintel on a horizontally levelled traditional mortar bed. The bearing
depth must be the same on both sides and at least 150mm. Mortar should be
applied to the faces of the vertical joints at either end of the lintel. NB. Lintels may
need temporary propping - especially during the installation of concrete floors or
with wider openings. For more information refer to the lintel manufacturer or the
structural engineer.
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Fixings
It is very straight forward to fix into Porotherm products. A wide range of
fixings are suitable. The range of fixings tested on Porotherm blocks by ‘fischer’
are shown below.
PRODUCTS
Universal plug UX

FIXINGS
Light

e.g. Lamps / pictures / towel rails / small shelves

fisher Frame fixing SXR

Light-Medium

e.g Door frames / battens for cladding / shelving

fisher Nylon FUR frame fixing

Medium

e.g. Wardrobes / door frames / windows / kitchen cabinets

Injection cartridge FIS V

Heavy

e.g. Gates / staircases / hand rails / consoles / TV

IMPORTANT – Only rotary action drilling is required. Hammer action is not necessary.
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Lightweight
fixing guide
for Porotherm
applications.

Lightweight fixing
Wienerberger have worked closely with GBK ‘Tech-Fast’ who
have established a range of lightweight fixings suitable for use with the
Porotherm System.
These fixings are suitable for:
Box, sockets or beading fixings
dpc tray fixings
Cavity insulation fixings
Pipe and cable anchor point fixings
These lightweight fixings do not require tool assembly, plugs or
screws. Simply drill and fix.
For more details contact www.gbk-uk.com

Parge Coat
A rolled on parge coat is an
alternative to wet plaster parge coats to
provide an air tightness barrier prior to
the application of plasterboard on dabs
internal finishes. The Ecoparge system
from Ecorend has been tested as part
of the Ceram Test Programme on air
tightness. See Associated Components
for full details.
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Building with Porotherm
Porotherm is fast - up to 10m2 per man, per hour is possible in ideal
conditions - sometimes more in favourable conditions e.g. long straight runs
etc. The true 1mm thin joint technology of Porotherm enables a quick, clean and
virtually dry construction. Note: Health and Safety guidance is given at the back
on pages 30 and 31. Typical production rates are indicated in the Core Range
table on pages 4 and 5, but should be validated for specific contracts by the
brickwork subcontractor.

Typical build

11.52am

Setting out the first course
The first course of Porotherm is laid above dpc, on a bed of traditional
mortar to a string line. We suggest a ratio of 1:5 (cement:sand). It is
imperative that each block is laid completely level, horizontal in both directions
and vertically plumb. Laser levelling equipment is usually used together with the
use of a boat level which helps ensure the required level of accuracy across the
plane of the wall. There must be a continually flat and level block surface, with
no ‘lips’ between the blocks. A spirit level run across the tops of adjacent
blocks is usually used to check this. A rubber mallet is usually used to adjust
the position of the blocks.

Mixing the bed joint mortar

11.59am

12.10pm

The mortar should not be mixed or used unless the air temperature is at
least +3°C or rising. Once the first course has been laid, allow enough time for
the traditional bed of mortar to harden, as this course must be stable, before
proceeding with further courses.
• Always use a clean mixing bucket of the required capacity.
• For a full bag mix, add 7.5 litres of clean water to the mixing bucket prior
to adding any powder. Use mains water in winter not colder, stored water.

12.18pm

• Add the dry bed joint mortar and then agitate using a suitable paddle
mixer until a smooth and lump free consistency is produced. This may
take 5 minutes or more.
• After a short resting period of 10 to 15 minutes, stir again.
Water addition may be varied according to weather conditions e.g. slightly more
water may be required in the mix during warm, windy conditions. Where the
dipping method is used, it may be necessary to use between 7.5 and 9 litres
of clean water, to 25kg of bed joint mortar powder. Use the lower quantities of
water during cold or inclement weather.

12.27pm

12.32pm
Start: 11.52am End: 12.32pm
Two men 40 minutes to lay 130 blocks = 8m2
Laying Speed = 6m2 per man per hour
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Mortar application
Remove any debris that may be present on each course of blocks
using a dampened bristle brush. This is to avoid contamination of the mortar
roller and any large particles fouling the joints. The bond should be a
minimum of 1/3 of the block length, necessary as a coursing overlap.
Fill the mortar roller with the bed joint mortar and ‘charge’ the drum
by running in one direction, several times, until the entire drum is coated.
The roller has a trigger operated gate, which opens to dispense mortar onto
the drum. Set the blade on the gate to allow an even flow.
Complete coating of the block webs and especially the shells (edges)
is required. This is easily achieved by co-ordinating the speed of rolling with
trigger pressure.
Where a dpc is required between two courses of Porotherm blocks,
apply bed joint mortar to the lower layer of blocks. Roll the dpc in place
and roll a layer of bed joint mortar directly onto the dpc. Then proceed with
the following courses as normal. Check the specification for the project as some
projects require normal mortar bedding of dpc’s.

Maximum lift height
Generally the day after the base course is laid, Porotherm can be
constructed up to storey height. Depending upon weather conditions and
the frequency of any returns or intermediate walls, temporary propping may
be required. See page 19 Temporary Stability.
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15

100 x 300 x 224

140 x 300 x 224

190 x 300 x 224

365 x 248 x 249

Porotherm
140

Porotherm
190

Porotherm
365 (T12)

WORK SIZE
(mm)

Porotherm
100

POROTHERM
CLAY BLOCKS

11.56

6.55

4.82

3.45

nf per
piece

60

80

120

160

pack
size

16.19

14.88

14.88

14.88

qty
per m2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

4

3

3

3

3

5

8

10

11

12

14

15

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

6

5

5

6

6

5

5

6

7

6

6

7

8

6

6

7

SACKS OF MORTAR REQUIRED

6

PALLETS OF BLOCKS SUPPLIED

8

7

7

8

16

9

7

7

8

18

10

8

8

9

20

11

9

9

10
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Protection
during
construction.

Temporary protection
Effective protection against rain can be provided by covering the tops
of walls with adequately weighted membrane or board. Always allow free
air circulation under any membrane protection.
The webs and shells of Porotherm blocks, as with all masonry, should be
protected from the elements until walls are constructed to wall plate or verge.
Wienerberger have developed a re-usable clip-on foam protection system
which will be available soon.
Easily fitted and self gripping to both 100mm and 140mm Porotherm
blocks, the profile is both impact and water resistant.

A
(mm)

B
(mm)

C
(mm)

95 +/- 0

25 +/- 3

125 +/- 4

	
  

	
  

D
(mm)

Length of Profile

90 +/- B

2m +/- 30mm

	
  

Scaffolding
Scaffolds should be erected in accordance with the current
regulations, as it would be for any other masonry structure and undertaken
by a competent company.
The logistics of constructing Porotherm in advance of the external
façade may also require the erection of scaffold in advance to provide safe
working conditions. See the Build Sequence footage on www.porotherm.co.uk.
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Temporary Stability
For traditional masonry cavity construction, a height of circa 1200-1500mm
is generally considered the maximum for the inner leaf prior to the construction
of the outer leaf. Even then, in exposed conditions, temporary propping may
need to be considered.
Porotherm is designed to enable the inner-skin to be constructed in
it’s entirety to the next floor or roof level without the outer leaf. Porotherm is
more stable than traditional masonry due to its true engineered 1mm thin bed
joint which removes settlement issues and gains strength more rapidly than a
traditional mortar bed.
Even with the increased inherent stability of the Porotherm walling system,
an unsupported wall remaining for any length of time, and subjected to strong
winds or inclement weather, or vibrations from moving plant, temporary stability
needs to be considered.

Straight wall Panel has little
resistance to lateral load

Add a return and stability
is improved

Add an intermediate wall and
stability improves further

Ideally, partitions and the inner leaf of external walls should be built
simultaneously enabling the structure to benefit from maximum mutual support.
Simple props can be used to support the walls prior to the installation of floor
or roof trusses. Should the site manager be unsure of appropriate support the
advice of an engineer experienced in temporary construction conditions should
be sought.

Plywood and timber batten fixed
to the floor or weighted

	
  

Timber planks fixed to the floor
or weighted
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Chasing for
electrical and
plumbing services.

Chases
Installing chases for the purposes of running services is best achieved
by using a proprietary tool designed specifically for the purpose e.g. a wall
chaser with two parallel diamond tipped cutting wheels. A bolster chisel
can then be used to remove the cut section. The chase should then be sealed
for air tightness.
Contractors must follow guidelines to make the installation of electrical
cables as safe as possible and note new circuit work may be covered by Part P
of the building regulations.
Ideally works pertaining to chasing and making good should be completed
prior to applying a parge coat. Should chasing and making good be undertaken
after a parge coat is applied then an additional parge coat must be applied over
the chased area.
Table 8.1 - Sizes of vertical chases and recesses in masonry, allowed without calculation
Chases and recesses formed after
construction of masonry

Chases and recesses formed during
construction of masonry

Thickness of
wall mm

Max depth
mm

Max width
mm

Minimum wall
thickness
remaining mm

Max width
mm

85 - 115

30

100

70

300

116 - 175

30

125

90

300

176 - 225

30

150

140

300

226 - 300

30

175

175

300

> 300

30

200

215

300

NOTE 1

 he maximum depth of the recess or chase should include the depth of any hole reached when forming the recess
T
or chase.

NOTE 2

 ertical chases which do not extend more than one third of the storey height above floor level may have a depth up to
V
80mm and a width up to 120mm, if the thickness of the wall is 225mm or more.

NOTE 3

 he horizontal distance between adjacent chases or between a chase and a recess or an opening should not be less
T
than 225mm.

NOTE 4

 he horizontal distance between any two adjacent recesses, whether they occur on the same side or on opposite sides
T
of the wall, or between a recess and an opening, should not be less than twice the width of the wider of the two recesses.

NOTE 5

The cumulative width of vertical chases and recesses should not exceed 0.13 times the length of the wall.

If chases are too deep or back-to-back the structural integrity of the wall
will have been altered and therefore will be subject to a structural engineers
survey and report.
The person chasing for electrical work may not be the same person who
hangs a picture or cuts a retrospective window, therefore, all chases should be
sensibly placed allowing everyone the opportunity of working out where services
are in relation to lights, switches, sockets and appliance points.
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Ear Defenders

Dust Mask

Safety glasses

Safety gloves

Safety Boots

PC concrete floor planks can be installed on to single leaves of Porotherm
when lifting eyes are adopted. Seek the guidance of the floor manufacturer. Joist
hangers may be used with suitability recessed blocks or the joists built in or face
fixed. Seek the advice of the floor joist manufacturer.

Placement of
beams and planks.

Supports
Porotherm, principally due to its high quality engineered surfaces and true
1mm bed, is usually able to accept the placement of concrete planks or beams
the day after the wall construction is completed.
Porotherm has the ability to receive concrete planks with only the inner skin
of the cavity wall constructed where the wall footprint of the building provides
inherent stability. This however is not the case with lightweight concrete block
which require the outer skin of the cavity wall to be constructed to within 225mm
of bearing level prior to placement of planks.
Bison Manufacturing Limited, leading suppliers of wide span concrete
planks have advised:
“We would like to confirm that we have supplied and erected our hollow core
units on the single leaf Porotherm walling system on a project in Corby. As projects
vary in terms of loads and spans, we would consider each project on its own
merits. Once we receive your drawings we would carry out feasibility study and a
design check to confirm the slab depth and reinforcement patterns and any other
specifications that might be necessary. We would recommend that units to be
installed on Porotherm to have lifting hooks.”
All pockets formed where lifting devices are provided by the manufacturer
are to be filled and made good by others, when erection is complete.
Camber, Side and Internal Bearings
Pre-stressed units have an inherent upward camber predicted to be
approximately 1/300th of the span.
	
Consideration must also be given to both floor and ceiling finishes where
floor spans are perpendicular as steps may occur between units.
	
The compression zone between the top of the wall or steel beam and soffit
of the floor is filled in accordance with a structural engineer’s details.
	
Dependant upon span and movements expected a structural engineer
may consider and detail lateral restraint systems.
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Movement joints
Vertical movement joints are recommended where masonry lengths
exceed 20 metres and these should be designed by the structural engineer.
The requirements for any joints within applied finishes should be checked
with the relevant manufacturer. Deflection joints are required at the head of infill
panels within concrete or steel framed structures. The advice of the project
structural engineer should be sought. See Ceram Guide SP148.
Appendix 1 - Coursing details
See typical details in the big Porotherm book and www.porotherm.co.uk
for more drawings and details.

First course
PTH365 blocks
10mm Bed

136 89

10mm Bed

160

Legend

900

1000

2325

2400
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Starter block course

POROTHERM

Course number 2

Lintel boot block

Return blocks

Course number 2

Cut blocks
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Starter block course
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2325

2400

2100

2325

1050

2100

Course number 1

Elevation
1000

1000

1000
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Course number 2

Course number 1

Cut blocks

Starter block course

Starter block course

Elevation

Course number 2

Lintel boot block

Return blocks

Lintel

1000

1000

10mm Thermal
mortar joint

Dimensions in mm

POROTHERM

Starter block course

8mm Thermal Mortar Joint

Course number 1
2400

Legend

Elevation

Dimensions in mm

1000

Legend

Lintel
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Starter block course

1050

2325 typical domestic storey height

1050

2100 to underside of lintel

2400 typical apartment storey height

Starter block course

Second course
PTH365 blocks

Cut blocks

Lintel

Lintel

Elevation

Lintel boot block

Return blocks

Cut block course

Starter block course

Dimensions in mm

POROTHERM

Course number 1

Porotherm Training Centres
We recommend that trained brick layers are engaged to build Porotherm.
Wienerberger and Porotherm System Distributors provide training facilities for
bricklayers not yet familiar with the system. It is also beneficial for other members
of the design and construction team to get “hands on” experience to see at first
hand the efficiencies of the Porotherm System.
Construction skills with Porotherm
Many colleges are now offering the UK’s first dedicated thin joint masonry
systems training course. Developed in conjunction with manufacturers,
contractors and the Brick Development Association, the CITB ConstructionSkills
course focusses on three different thin joint systems including Porotherm.
The two-day course enables bricklayers to apply for the thin joint masonry
systems CSCS card, the industry standard qualification (Construction Systems
Certification Scheme). Its broad content also appeals to designers, estimators,
quantity surveyors and site managers.
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Why should a House Builder use the POROTHERM clay
block walling system?

The Porotherm walling system reduces build programmes saving time and
money (especially on multi plot builds)
POROTHERM

 aves around 25% of construction time per plot. Massive programme
S
savings possible on multi plot sites
(saving on Prelims, Sales and Land interest rates est. minimum £2,000
per Plot, water tight envelope in 10 days)


 osts are often neutral against traditional masonry
C
(typically masonry is 15% cheaper than Timber Frame construction)



 ully developed system inclusive of lintels, wall ties, eco-parge, and
F
fixings



 ustainable eco-friendly system
S
(20%-30% recycled content during manufacture, 95% less water built-in)

 irtually dry construction and introduces internal finishing trades to the
 V
build programme much earlier with reduced need of hot air blowers


 nables site waste management down to typically no greater than 2%
E
offering reduced costs and tidier sites



 locks are lighter than concrete blocks with no sharp edges designed
B
for single hand laying, thus reducing the risk of repetitive strain. Reduced
contact with mortar further promoting good safety and occupational
health



 orotherm and Brick houses can easily comply with all levels of the
P
Code
for Sustainable Homes
(All CSH insulation levels possible with cavity or monolithic walls)



Accepted by the NHBC and LABC insurance providers



Fire resistant at all stages of construction and in-use

 irtually no shrinkage and minimal need for movement joints at
 V
typically 20m centres
(Virtually zero maintenance, less snagging equals better quality
and happier customers at less cost)
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 locks and components are available through a national distribution
B
network



 rovides technical support during design and construction with training
P
delivered at site or Porotherm training centres
(A module on ‘Thin Joint’ is also available through CSkills at colleges
throughout the UK)

Why should an Architect specify the POROTHERM clay
block walling system?

Porotherm is proven in delivering versatile high performance Eco sustainable
walls with full technical support at all project stages
POROTHERM

 Modern Method of Construction with the traditional reassuring values
A
of clay
A substrate that may be finished with numerous products and systems
 ully developed system inclusive of lintels, wall ties, eco-parge, and
F
fixings
 ustainable eco-friendly system
S
(20% - 30% recycled content during manufacture, 95% less water
built-in)
 locks are more thermally efficient than dense concrete block
B
contributing to a lower U-Value
High thermal mass delivers a comfortable living environment
 orotherm and brick houses ease compliance with all levels of the Code
P
for Sustainable Homes
(All CSH insulation levels possible with cavity or monolithic walls)
 BS EN 771-1 product, CE marked and accepted by the NHBC and
A
LABC insurance providers
 as virtually no shrinkage and minimal need for movement joints at
H
typically 20m centres
(Virtually zero maintenance, less snagging equals better quality and
happier customers at less cost)
 locks and components are available through a national distribution
B
network with installation training for none expert contractors provided
throughout the UK
Achieves a predicted lifetime of over 150 years
 rovides flexibility for design changes on site more easily than with off
P
site manufactured systems
 rovides technical support during design and construction whilst
P
supporting professional development through CPD seminars
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Why should a Main Contractor use the POROTHERM clay
block walling system?
Porotherm, a fully developed system, with technical support and training
throughout all project stages delivers a project efficiently with time and financial
savings.
POROTHERM

 aves around 25% of construction time by compression of programme with
S
early introduction of follow on trades
(Saving on Prelims, Sales and Land interest rates etc)
 ore stable and rigid than traditional masonry construction allowing single
M
storey height construction in a day
 osts are often neutral against traditional masonry
C
(Typically masonry is 15% cheaper than Timber Frame construction thus
promoting increased block volume)
Fully developed system inclusive of lintels, wall ties, eco-parge, and fixings
Bed joint mortar is supplied with the blocks for normal usage rates
 esigned and manufactured to minimise site waste to no greater than 2%
D
offering reduced costs and tidier sites
 ustainable eco-friendly system
S
(20% - 30% recycled content during manufacture, 95% less water built-in)
 alls can be designed to Building Regulations with blocks complying
W
to BS EN 771-1
Accepted by the NHBC and LABC insurance providers
Fire resistant at all stages of construction and in-use
 irtually no shrinkage and minimal need for movement joints at
V
typically 20m centres
(Virtually zero maintenance, less snagging equals better quality and happier
customers at less cost)
 locks are lighter than concrete blocks with no sharp edges designed
B
for single hand laying, thus reducing the risk of repetitive strain. Reduced
contact with mortar further promoting good occupational health
 locks are lighter thus reducing dead loads and reducing foundation costs
B
on multi storey projects
Blocks and components are available through a national distribution network
 rovides support to non expert sub-contractors with training delivered at
P
site or Porotherm training centres. (A module on ‘Thin Joint’ is also available
through CSkills at colleges throughout the UK)
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Why should a Bricklaying Specialist use the POROTHERM
clay block walling system?

Porotherm offers the opportunity to secure more work and to deliver projects
efficiently and safely ahead of programme.
POROTHERM

 ffers the opportunity for bricklayers to benefit from increased block volume
O
on projects previously specified as steel or timber frame
Blocks can be laid up to 5x faster than traditional masonry
 ore stable and rigid than traditional masonry allowing single storey height
M
construction in a day
Fully developed system inclusive of lintels, wall ties, eco-parge, and fixings
 osts are often neutral against traditional masonry
C
(Typically masonry is 15% cheaper than Timber Frame construction thus
promoting increased block volume)
 locks are lighter and easier to handle than equivalent concrete blocks,
B
with no sharp edges designed for single hand laying, thus reducing the risk
of repetitive strain. Reduced contact with mortar further promoting good
occupational health
Roller applied parge coat enhances air tightness
 irtually no shrinkage and minimal need for movement joints at
V
typically 20m centres
(Virtually zero maintenance, less snagging equals better quality
and happier customers at less cost)
Blocks and components are available through a national distribution network
 rovides support to sub-contractors with training delivered on site or
P
Porotherm Training Centres
(A module on ‘Thin Joint’ is also available through CSkills at colleges
throughout the UK)
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Comparison - POROTHERM versus Concrete Masonry
Concrete Masonry

POROTHERM

inc Dense Concrete

Speed of laying

The Laying speed of Porotherm is up to 5 times that of Traditional masonry.

Programme
benefits

10mm vertical and perpendicular bed joints. Height capability
restricted by the need to back up with facing brick and
insulation after 1.2m.

1mm beds, no mortar in vertical joints, blocks interlock mechanically. Storey
height capability without the need to back up allows the external envelope to
be removed from the critical path.
Reduced time to a water-tight shell.
Quicker availability for finishing trades.

Mortar

A material cost to the project.

Supplied with blocks free of charge.

Once the wet bed joints are laid the mortar is slow to set with
full strength reached at circa 48hrs.

Circa 95% Less water built in.
Once applied to the blocks, the bed joint mortar begins to set within 30
minutes.
Significant strength is gained after a matter of hours with full strength
reached at circa 24 hours.

Safety

Strength

Dense concrete blocks are not designed for single hand
handling weighing up to 19kg.

POROTHERM blocks are typically lighter in weight than concrete blocks, with
the PTH-100 block weighing only 6.4kg.

The application of mortar introduces the risk of dermal burns
etc.

POROTHERM blocks have rounded ends and no sharp corners. Using the
roller to apply the bed joint mortar reduces the risk of skin contact thus
reducing dermal burns etc.

Dense concrete wall with wet mortar beds are not stable when
unsupported.

The walling system is stable and rigid with storey height achievable in a
working day.

Dense blocks are manufactured to a range of compressive
strengths.

Core Range compressive strengths typically ≥ 10 N/mm2 Hence reduced
requirement to keep multiple block types on site also reducing the risk of the
wrong block being used in the wrong location.
Reduces storage requirements on tight sites.

Movement joints

Typically 3 and 6m centres.

Typically 20m centres.

Waste

Typical industry guidelines suggest 40% waste against mortar
and 15% waste against block.

Minimum waste on mortar, typically 2% block wastage.

Efficiency

Dense concrete blocks provide less thermal resistance.

The blocks typically have more thermal resistance.

Comparison - POROTHERM versus Light Steel Frame
Light Steel Frame

POROTHERM

Structure

A lightweight galvanised cold rolled steel section for the
construction framing to infill panels.

Internal fit out cannot commence until external cladding has been installed.

Finishes

Designed to be clad – typically with plasterboard to the internal
face, insulated between studs, clear cavity and external skin of
masonry or rain-screen.

Cavity or monolithic walls designed to be clad with a wide range of finishes.

Internal Partitions

Lighter sections for internal partitions may not be suitably robust
for all applications.

Porotherm walls are suitably robust for use on all development types.

Thermal
Performance

The Light Steel Frame structure provides no contribution.

Contributes with regard thermal mass and thermal conductivity.

Weather Proof

Dependant upon cladding.

The external walling envelope is removed from the programmes critical path
in providing a weather proof structure.

Internal Fit Out

Internal fit out cannot commence until external cladding has
been installed.

Internal walls can be constructed with external inner leaf walls.
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Comparison - POROTHERM versus Timber Frame
Timber Frame

POROTHERM

Cost

Modern Masonry Alliance typically advise Timber Frame 15% more expensive than equivalent masonry construction.

Fire

Specific security measures required with additional insurance.

Class A1 rated no extra security measures or additional insurance required.

Thermal mass

With low thermal mass due to 75% of walls built-up with
insulation, timber frame has a reduced capacity to regulate
temperature variations.

With more thermal mass Porotherm regulates temperature variations through
thermal capacity effects, to protect against cold in winter and ensure a
comfortable and healthy room in summer.

Upper floor
depths

Floor zones are generally 500mm in depth.

Standard floor zones can be used with the Porotherm walling system,
typically 360mm, thus reducing 2 No. brick courses per floor reducing ridge
height.

Settlement

Compression joints required at all window cill areas and at
storey levels.

No settlement occurs therefore no extra movement joints.

Post completion
shrinkage

Potential for shrinkage cracks due to timbers drying out.

No shrinkage problems occur.

Flexibility
of design

Lengthy lead in time for panel design and manufacture.
Changes are difficult to accommodate.

Short lead times. Change incorporated with ease during site construction.

Comparison - POROTHERM versus Aircrete Thin Joint Walling Systems
Aircrete Thin Joint

POROTHERM

Build height
capability without
structural frame

3 – 4 Storey.

7 Storey.

Block strength

2.9 – 8.7N/mm2.

10N/mm2.

Fireproof

Up to 2 hours load bearing.

2+ hours load bearing.

Movement joints

Typically 6m centres (3m from corners).

Typically 20m centres.

Mortar

Greater volume (beds and perps) at additional cost.

Free with blocks (beds only).

Block dimensions

Typically 215mm deep failing to course with brickwork.
Therefore ties are drilled post construction.

Designed and manufactured to course with brickwork, hence ties are safely
laid within bed joint as per typical masonry.

Additional
movement control
reinforcement
mesh

Frequently every second course and 2 courses below and 2
courses above window/door openings.

None required.

Product accuracy

Due to the lower accuracy of Aircrete Thin Joint blocks, each
laid course needs to be rasped using a special tool. This is an
additional but necessary operation that creates dust.

During the manufacturing process POROTHERM blocks are ground top and
bottom with a tolerance +/- 0.5mm and therefore are virtually flat with no
rasping required. Supplied ready to go.
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Appendix

2

Health and safety guidance notes - the safe use of porotherm clay products
The Health & Safety at Work Act, Consumer Protection Act and other legislation requires us to provide relevant information in regard to our products, in respect
of handling, processing, storage, transportation and disposal without causing risk to health.

Handling
Porotherm blocks are vertically perforated clay masonry units. They are manufactured from natural materials and are considered to be an inert substance,
which presents no risks to safety and health through handling or use, subject to good site practice being followed. The use of Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE), such as hard hats, safety footwear and gloves is strongly recommended where practicable, to reduce the risks from sharp edges and falling objects.
Clay blocks should not be hit with trowel, chisel or hammer as this may result in flying sharp fragments that may cause injury and result in damage to the external
and internal structure of the products. Where cutting or shaping of blocks is required, it is recommended that suitable cutting equipment is used, according to
the manufacturer’s guidance. Suitable eye protection and Respiratory Protective Equipment (RPE) e.g. goggles, dust masks and ear protection should be worn
when cutting Porotherm blocks. When drilling into Porotherm blocks, only rotary drilling is required.
Porotherm clay blocks are packed on wooden pallets, banded and shrink wrapped to maintain the integrity and stability of the pack and for protection of the
products from the elements. Packs are heavy and great care should be taken when handling and transporting. The appropriate equipment suitable for the lifting
task should be utilised and the safe working load (SWL) of the lifting equipment should always be above the total weight of the pack being lifted.
All personnel should be made aware that products are not secured to the pallet with straps. When handling the packs, this should always be done using forks
i.e. pallet truck or forklift truck / crane with suitable fork attachments.
Avoid:	Abnormal shocks to the packs
		

Sliding one pack against the face of another pack

		

Stacking pallets more than 2 x pallets high

Note: 	Security of straps can deteriorate over time
It is strongly recommended that packs should be placed wherever possible on dry, well drained, flat, solid ground, suitable for the purpose. The multiple
stacking of packs is inadvisable and potentially dangerous, but in no circumstances should this be more than 3 packs high. Minimising product movement
around the site will contribute significantly to safety.
Only lift by inserting tines beneath the pallet provided. It is recommended that lifting forks have a width of 90mm and a length of 1100mm. Under no
circumstances should a ‘side grab’ device be used to lift packs of Porotherm, as this could both damage the products and lead to the pack becoming unstable.

OPENING THE PACKS FOR USE
Packaging should be removed using appropriate tools. Straps should be cut by wire cutters and not burst open by application of levered pressure. When
cutting straps the operative should stand to the side of the strap being cut and not in line with that strap. Highly tensioned straps can spring away from the
package when tension is released. In accordance with the Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulations 1992, persons cutting wires under tension
MUST wear suitable eye protection. Ref: BS EN 166, 167 & 168.
Strapping around packs of Porotherm has sharp edges. Suitable gloves should be used when handling this material. When straps are cut, care must be taken
to protect the operative from blocks that may fall from the pack. Particularly where products may have moved during irregular transport or storage, causing
them to be unstable. It is recommended that protective footwear and overalls are worn when carrying out this operation.

DISPOSAL
As Porotherm products are considered to be inert, there are no special waste disposal requirements. This can be used as hard core or disposed of responsibly
as non-hazardous waste. Packaging should be collected daily and disposed of in an appropriate manner. The burning of waste is restricted and generally
should not be carried out on site.
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COSHH (CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES HAZARDOUS TO HEALTH)
In general, fired clay products typically contain between 50% - 70% silica. If standard powered tools (e.g. disc cutters) are used to cut this product, substantial
levels of dust may be produced. This is significantly reduced when using an electric reciprocal saw. Depending on the environment and the method of cutting,
it is possible that some respirable silica may be generated and released into the air.
The main effect in humans in the inhalation of respirable silica dust is silicosis. There is sufficient information to conclude that the relative lung cancer risk is
increased in persons with silicosis. Therefore preventing the onset of silicosis will also reduce the risk of cancer. Since a clear threshold for silicosis development
cannot be identified, any reduction of exposure will reduce the risk of silicosis.
Under the COSHH Regulations, the Workplace Exposure Limit (WEL) for respirable silica is 0.1mg/m3 (from October 2006). The only reliable way to ascertain
the levels of individual exposure is to carry out detailed personal monitoring. Persons carrying out dry cutting operations MUST wear suitable respiratory
protection. A suitable respirator or disposable mask meeting BS EN 149 (specification for filtering masks to prevent inhalation of particles) preferably class
FFP3 is recommended. The use of suitable respiratory protection by those working near to the dry cutting operation should be considered. Our advice would
be to avoid the dry cutting of blocks wherever possible. Wet cutting reduces the amount of dust generated. Cutting operations should always be carried out
in a well ventilated area. Unless a reciprocal saw is available, or a bench mounted wet saw, it is recommended that off site, specialist cutting services be used.

MANUAL HANDLING
There is a large range of Porotherm products available and an individual block may weigh anywhere between 6kg – 20kg. This could present a risk of
manual handling injury. We recommend that the HSE Information Sheet Guidelines (Construction Sheet No. 37 – ‘Handling Building Blocks’) be followed.
It is the customer’s responsibility to obtain technical data on all materials to be used with Porotherm products.

The following guidelines are available on request from their
publishers.
Referance should be made to normal standards of
construction applicable to masonry with regard to quality,
protection, etc. See BS8000: Part 3

HSE - Handling Building Blocks
This guidance by the construction industry Advisory
Committee (CONIAC) covers the safe handling of building
blocks, by which the committee means all masonry units and
blocks including those made of clay.

HSE - Silica
Silica occurs as a natural component of many materials used
or encountered in construction activities. This information
sheet deals with crystalline silica which can cause lung
disease and often forms a significant proportion of clay, shale
and slate.

Redco 11 MSDS - Expanded Perlite Products
This sheet details product identification, ingredients,
properties, risks and safe handling associated with Perlite
products.

NHBC – Good Craftsmanship Guide
This publication highlights key problems with brickwork and
block work and gives guidance on how to avoid them. The
Guide, based on the NHBC Standards, is intended for use by
NHBC registered builders and inspection staff.
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Sustainability

Wienerberger. Passionate about Sustainability
Offering outstanding ecological balance, Porotherm products are made
to minimise environmental impact both in manufacture and assembly. Featuring
MARSS content, low embodied energy and recyclable as hard core, they are made
from natural clay, and often include recycled paper and sawdust which burn out
during the manufacturing process.
With a life expectancy anticipated to be over 100 years, Porotherm offers the
ultimate in high performance, sustainable construction.
Working in Partnership
Wienerberger clay products meet national quality standards in every aspect of
manufacture, distribution, use and recycling, and have been awarded the European
Community ‘Nature Plus’ test mark which is supported by Greenpeace and the
World Wildlife Fund.
We are corporate members of nine of the Wildlife Trusts based in our operational
areas and are involved in projects encouraging biodiversity among threatened
species such as Lapwings and Bats.

Our sustainability strategy 		
encompasses many areas:
• Process

Making a difference in Society

• Product

Brickworks tend to be in rural areas around the globe and we are
committed to ensuring that this beautiful, natural environment continues to flourish.
We recognise the need to continually improve our processes and products to meet
the needs of changing markets, while continually reducing our environmental impact.

• The built environment

We believe that by prudent use of natural resources and the
latest technology to manufacture, we continue to provide environmentallyfriendly products that ensure the highest quality residential and commercial
environments.

• Global consistency

• Impact on society
• Working with business partners
• Future developments

Birmingham and the Black Country
Cheshire
Derbyshire
Devon
Durham
Lancashire, Greater Manchester
& North Merseyside
Staffordshire
Surrey
Sussex
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A BRE Green Guide rating has been applied for and an A+ or A rating is expected

Wienerberger Ltd
Wienerberger House
Brooks Drive
Cheadle Royal Business Park
Cheadle, Cheshire
SK8 3SA
0161 491 8200
Customer Service Centre
T 0845 303 2524
F 0844 555 5770
office@wienerberger.co.uk
www.brick.co.uk
Wienerberger as well as its directors, officers, employees, agents and representatives disclaim any responsibility, express or implied, for the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this brochure or its suitability for a certain purpose. This
brochure does not constitute a complete description of all articles manufactured and distributed by Wienerberger and cannot contain all relevant information for their use. All products, components, methods etc. described herein are subject to continuous
technical development and may therefore be modified by Wienerberger without further notice. Such modification may cause the information herein to become partially or entirely inapplicable. This brochure cannot and does not substitute the client’s own
necessary assessment and evaluation of the items described herein as well as the involvement of professional advice as to planning and construction. This also applies to technical norms applicable to a certain project, which should be reviewed
by qualified consulting engineers and/or architects. In particular, any amendment of the relevant UK legislation (e.g. in the field of construction law and/or technical norms) may cause the information contained herein to become partially or
entirely inapplicable in conjunction with the articles, components or methods described. Wienerberger is not obliged to update any such information. If and to the extent the brochure contains statements in relation to third party products, such
statements are based on Wienerberger’s own experience made under certain circumstances. Such statements may prove correct or incorrect under different circumstances. Wienerberger shall not be liable for the correctness and completeness
of the information, conclusions and predictions contained in such statements. Any liability of Wienerberger in connection with the products and methods described in this brochure is valid only if and to the extent agreed upon in writing between
Wienerberger and the client, e.g. in the form of a definitive written purchase agreement. If the client chooses to use or process articles or components displayed herein in a way differing from the methods recommended herein, the client has to
obtain Wienerberger’s written approval in order to preserve liability claims, if any.
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